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TALI Mission Statement
The Texas Association of Licensed 
Investigators is an organization 
that promotes and encourages 
the highest standards of 
professionalism among licensed 
private investigators through 
information, education, training, 
legislative action, membership 
support and networking.

TALI Code of Ethics
All members of the Texas 
Association of Licensed Investigators 
will subscribe to the following Code  
of Ethics:
•	 To	be	professional	and	to	

demonstrate integrity and 
honesty as an investigator and as 
a member of TALI.

•	 To	give	each	client	a	full	
explanation of the work to be 
performed, rates to be charged 
and reports to be rendered.

•	 To	preserve	as	confidential	
all information received in an 
investigation unless directed 
otherwise by the client or 
unless under specific order or 
legal authority.

•	 To	conduct	all	aspects	of	
investigation within the 
bounds of legal, moral and 
professional ethics.

•	 To	apprise	clients	against	
any illegal or unethical 
activities and to cooperate 
with law enforcement or other 
governmental agencies, as 
required by law.

•	 To	constantly	strive	for	
improvements as a professional, 
to respect the rights of others 
and to insure the same from 
ones employees.

•	 To	loyally	support	TALI,	its	aims,	
purposes and policies as long as  
one remains a member.
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AS WE MOVE FORWARD INTO 2015, l am pleased to report that TALI has increased membership 

significantly just in the past three months — from 624 members to 795 members. With everybody’s 

help, we can double TALI’s membership in 2015. I am challenging each of you to bring in one new 

member in the coming year.

We have listened to your comments and suggestions regarding our conferences and speakers. 

We have reached out to our own TALI Members as speakers for our next TALI Conference and have 

speakers lined up that will help each of you with your businesses.

What are the TOP REASONS to attend a TALI Conference?

1.  NETWORKING: By meeting in person, other investigators and friends, that you have been in 

contact with online, you establish a connection that will continue in the future. By being active in 

your association, you have an opportunity of becoming an expert to your fellow investigators. This 

also is how referrals are built.

2.  SEE OLD COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS: Our conferences are often the only opportunity we 

have to simply visit with colleagues and friends we have made over the years. It is always great 

fun to catch up.

3.  CONTINUING EDUCATION: I always learn something new at each presentation. Other points of 

view are important to each of us in learning how to be more productive — and at the same time 

obtain our required CEs.

4.  NEW INFORMATION: You learn new ideas and new ways to work cases. You have the 

opportunity to discuss with a number of people how to solve problems on existing cases. You 

also learn of new opportunities to expand your business.

5.  INVESTIGATIVE TRENDS AND HOW THEY BENEFIT YOUR BUSINESS: You will be able to 

learn and take something back to your business and clients — not only through our speakers, but 

also through our vendors.

6.  NEW VENDORS: While vendors attend to sell their products, they are also there to teach you 

about new technologies and tools. We will have a vendor training room for vendors to use in 

additional training on their specific product or business.

7.  OPPORTUNITY TO GET OUT AND HAVE A GOOD TIME: The TALI Conference will get you out 

of your office for a few days. You will have the opportunity to meet new people and you will have 

renewed enthusiasm and motivation to build your business.

I am looking forward to seeing you soon in Arlington —  

 February 10 - 12, 2015 — at the Sheraton Hotel.

Your thoughts, suggestions and comments are always appreciated.

YOUR TALI BOARD IS HARD AT WORK FOR YOU.

TALI In Memorium
TALI remembers those in our family and PI community whom we have lost.

Ed Gerusa, longtime TALI member and owner of Ed Gerusa Investigations in Harlingen.  

Gil and Catherine Torrez’s beloved son, Aaron Gilbert Torrez (1989-2014).  

Keith Oakley’s parents, Billy and Kathleen Oakley (1923-2014).

Karen Hewitt’s mother, Merle Coker (1923-2014).  

Bill West, owner of AMIS Insurance Company and longtime TALI supporter (1942-2014).

Ernest Rojas (1950-2014), owner of Houston based Forensic and Securities, Inc. (For-Sec).  

We ask that you to submit memoriums to CarlaHunt@TALI.org for future issues.
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Feature

LOCATION, 
LOCATION, 
LOCATION
BY CLAIRE COOPER BLACK

A
bout two weeks before being 

asked to write this article, my 

husband was approached by a 

local business man who wanted 

to know if we would be interested 

in buying his old office building for our PI company. 

My husband and I discussed it briefly, but there 

are numerous reasons why I wasn’t interested in 

purchasing his old office.
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REASON #1: LOCATION
I’m sure you are familiar with the first rule 

of real estate: location, location, location. 

And I’m pretty sure that is why this 

businessman moved his business out onto 

the Loop. While his former location would 

be easily accessible for most of my court-

appointed clients, I really have no desire to 

office there.

REASON #2: OVERHEAD
By working from home, we are able to 

deduct a percentage of our residence and 

utilities on our annual taxes. Since we are 

like most people, we are looking for every 

“remaining” deduction possible.

By not having a traditional office, we 

don’t have extra utilities, maintenance, 

computers, and insurance or security 

expenses. Another way we save on 

expense is by redirecting/forwarding all of 

my business calls directly to my cell phone 

so I never miss a business call. My local 

business number still remains in the phone 

book. The cost savings were too tempting 

not to “kill” my local land line.

Like most in rural Texas, we have a four-

legged alarm system. We have additional 

security measures, but for obvious 

reasons I won’t get into the details. My 

husband and I do not have any set hours, 

so if someone attempted to break into our 

home office/residence, they would have to 

just wing it on when we wouldn’t be here. 

It’s going to be a crap shoot for them.

When I need to meet with a client, if 

they already have an attorney, the local 

attorney allows me to use their conference 

rooms to meet with their client. In fact 

one law firm has offered their conference 

rooms to me whenever I need them — 

whether it’s with one of their clients or 

not. And I have taken them up on this 

offer often.

REASON #3: OFFICE HOURS
In my prior business life, I was in the 

banking industry. For 30 years I was 

required to be at my office in Dallas at 8 

a.m. That usually required a drive time of 

a minimum of 45 minutes to commute to 

work and another minimum of 45 minutes 

to drive home. The office building that was 

offered to us here in rural Texas is only a 

10-minute drive from our home. Officing 

at home, my commute time is under a 

minute, barring any animal interference. 

And by not having a business office, I am 

not tied to any specific hours of someone 

expecting me to be in my office. This is not 

really a problem for larger PI companies, 

but for those of us who are one man/

woman shops, being tied to an office can 

be cumbersome.

Many of my attorneys and clients don’t 

just call during standard business hours. 

So when an attorney or client calls me in 

the evening, they know I have access to 

my case file and that I am able to discuss 

the case with them in detail. On the night 

before a trial, this becomes almost the 

norm with my attorneys. This is also 

beneficial for clients who can’t call during 

normal business hours. And when a new 

client calls and we answer the phone after 

5 p.m., they are amazed and relieved to be 

able to speak with someone immediately 

and not have to wait for a return call.

REASON #4: CONVENIENCE
As you know, when working cases, you 

never know when an idea or a strategy 

may come to you or when that elusive 

witness may return your call. No problem. 

My files and computer are mere steps 

away. This comes back to the real estate 

saying of location, location, location. Now 

while this might not be a great location 

for “being seen,” you can’t beat the 

convenience of this location.

REASON #5: AESTHETICS
As you can see by the beautiful fawn on 

the cover of this magazine, I just never 

know what may show up in my yard. I 

have a beautiful view out of my office 

window. I am not looking at a freeway 

or other glass monolithic structures. If 

business is slow, I can literally go fishing 

a few yards from my back door. Or clean 

house. Or not.

Having our own business and working 

from a home office just works for me. 

It may not for some. It requires self-

discipline to not get distracted — lots of 

self-discipline. But my gas expenses are 

lower and wear and tear on my vehicle 

is down. I do not have to fight any traffic 

(even rural areas can have some traffic 

issues). I have more flexibility when it 

comes to which hours I want to work. 

If I want to work until midnight, or start 

working at midnight, I can and I often do.

When Paul Wolfson asked me to 

write this article, I told him that it would 

not be a serious article with a lot of 

statistics or figures. He just asked me 

not to tick anyone off. Funny, I used 

to get that phrase a lot when I was a 

banker. Anyway, I have enjoyed having 

a home office much more than I had 

ever imagined. While I’m sure having an 

“official” office also has its benefits, at 

this time in my life not having to work for 

anyone else at a corporate structured 

office is a dream come true.

One drawback though, I miss going out 

to lunch. ●

Claire Cooper Black is co-owner/investigator 

at Lone Pine Investigations, specializing 

in skip tracing, criminal defense and 

financial fraud.
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You never know 
when an idea or 
a strategy may 
come to you or 
when that elusive 
witness may 
return your call. 
No problem. 
My files and 
computer are 
mere steps 
away.
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Feature
▼

THE ARREST OF 
Stephen Hartman
The process server faces a nightmare scenario during his  
attempt to serve a federal subpoena on a sitting judge
BY KELLY RIDDLE

T
he cause was styled 1:13-CV-00355 Stephen Hartman vs 

Judge Layne Walker, individually; the County of Jefferson 

County, Texas, et al but for all intents and purposes, it 

was the proverbial David verses Goliath. Hartman is a 

process server and had attempted to serve a federal 

subpoena on Judge Walker while court was in session. What ensued 

next is where nightmares are made and where the tenets of justice would 

be tested. The morning would end with Hartman being arrested while in 

the course and scope of his duties as a process server.

Many would wonder why a process 

server would pick the courtroom to serve 

a sitting judge. After all, the courtroom 

is his domain and one would think there 

had to be a better place to attempt 

service. Some would suggest that it was 

inexperience on the part of Hartman 

or the case of an over-zealous process 

server. Hartman is licensed in Texas as 

a security guard, private investigator, 

personal protection officer, and since 

2008 as a process server. His experience 

in these professions would play a role in 

keeping the circumstances from getting 

completely out of control, if you can 

say that about getting arrested. While 

serving a judge in their courtroom seems 

similar to hitting yourself with a hammer, 

in this case it actually was a logical 

course of action.

Taking a step back, Hartman was 

working for Klein Investigations and 

Consulting, a long-time PI and TALI 

member. Klein Investigations had 

attempted to serve Judge Walker at 

his residence on a previous occasion. 

While doing so, Hartman saw a pistol 

brandished and the judge’s son chest-

bumped Hartman. Considering the 

previous scenario, attempts to serve 

the judge at his residence seemed likely 

to escalate. Klein’s company had been 

hired to assist Plaintiff Morrison, who was 

a former criminal attorney in Jefferson 

County and had run unsuccessfully 

against Judge Walker. Morrison had filed 

suit related to this situation. In this case, 

Hartman was attempting to serve a federal 

subpoena related to the Morrison case.

On May 28, 2013, Hartman had entered 

the courtroom of Judge Walker and 

positioned himself in the back corner 

of the courtroom, which was filled with 

parties waiting to be called for the day’s 

docket. After the judge entered the 

courtroom and began business for the 

day, Hartman walked to the banister 

and remained on the public side while 

motioning for the court bailiff. In a low 

voice, Hartman indicated he needed 

to serve Judge Walker and the bailiff 

did not say a word before turning and 

conferring with a supervisory bailiff who 

then confronted Hartman and demanded 

he leave the courtroom. Hartman then 

restated his reason for being in the 

courtroom and was summarily detained 

and escorted to a holding cell.

Hartman was searched, booked and 

his belongings cataloged as is standard 

policy for law enforcement. Eventually 

Hartman was advised that he was being 

charged with interfering with public 

duties and disrupting a public meeting. 

While in custody, law enforcement 

officials read and reviewed information 

on Hartman’s iPhone. After determining 

the pen Hartman was carrying was, 

in fact, a surveillance camera, they 

downloaded the files and hit the delete 

button, believing they had destroyed the 

evidence. Subsequently they found the 

files had not been destroyed and law 

enforcement officials with the Jefferson 

County Sheriff’s Department attempted 

to persuade investigators with the 

Beaumont Police Department to review 

the contents of the pen. Beaumont PD 
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officers declined, understanding that a 

search warrant was required to conduct 

the forensic evaluation.

Falsifying affidavits, Jefferson County 

deputies were able to obtain a search 

warrant from a different judge and 

Beaumont police officers conducted the 

forensic evaluation of the surveillance pen, 

confirming the files were in fact still on 

the device. Beaumont officers provided 

a copy to Jefferson County deputies 

and maintained their forensic exam and 

surveillance pen files even after being 

requested to destroy the evidence.

Upon making bail, Jefferson County 

officials initially replaced Hartman’s 

surveillance pen with a pocket 

screwdriver, then denied the existence 

of the surveillance pen and eventually 

acknowledged its existence while refusing 

to provide the pen or a copy of the video. 

Jefferson County officials continued to 

cover their actions as they attempted 

to coerce the court reporter to keep the 

audiotape from being produced and/or 

edit the entries for the date in question.

Jefferson County Internal Affairs 

opened an investigation into the matter 

and found that the deputies involved 

had acted incorrectly, even if following 

instructions from Judge Walker. One was 

allowed to retire and one was given a 

five-day suspension. Judge Walker hid 

behind this statutory immunity afforded 

his position as county judge.

While the surveillance pen has not 

been returned, a copy of the video 

from the pen was obtained by Klein 

and is posted at www.youtube.com/

watch?v=dMo9t0Vvszs. You will see 

that Hartman maintains a low voice and 

respectful demeanor. When the first bailiff 

approached, Hartman stated, “I am a 

process server. I need to serve a process 

on the judge.” The supervisory bailiff then 

approaches Hartman stating “You’re going 

out or you’re going under arrest.” Hartman 

responded, “This is illegal, I am a process 

server, sir. I am serving for the U.S. District 

Court. This is illegal.” Hartman goes 

on to state, “May I ask why I am being 

arrested?” and the bailiff responds, “Right 

now, I don’t know. The judge just said to 

arrest you.”

For Hartman, he initially had his 

Concealed Handgun License as well 

his licenses with the Private Security 

Bureau suspended, which of course 

impacted his ability to work. Hartman’s 

attorney also filed documents stating 

he became subject to harassment and 

retaliation. Hartman was re-instated three 

months later pending the outcome of 

the criminal charges.

Klein indicated that one of the smartest 

things his company did in this situation 

was to immediately notify the Private 

Security Bureau (PSB)/DPS of the arrest. 

In doing so, they followed the statutes, 

and more importantly, demonstrated 

their intent to be cooperative. The bureau 

responded by asking Klein to obtain and 

return all licenses from Hartman as these 

would immediately be suspended until the 

outcome of the criminal charges. Klein’s 

next move was to put together a packet 

of information for the PSB to outline 

the circumstances.

At the Private Security Bureau meeting, 

Klein was overwhelmed by the support 

of the Texas Association of Licensed 

Investigators. Former TALI President 

Mark Gillespie had gathered the Board 

of Directors and appeared at the PSB 

meeting in support of Hartman. Klein 

believed this to be a pivotal point in 

turning the tide of skepticism and said 

he will always be grateful for the support 

of his peers. In the ensuing PSB hearing, 

the Board agreed to lift the suspension 

against Hartman and returned his 

licenses pending the outcome of the 

criminal charges.

Klein Investigations and Consulting 

had been riding a record-setting year 

until the arrest of Hartman in May of 2013. 

The public relations nightmare caused an 

almost 50 percent decrease in business 

in June and approximately 70 percent 

decrease in July. Klein went into crisis 

management mode and began a PR 

campaign to get the truth out. In mid-July, 

the prosecutor had to release a copy of 

the surveillance pen video to the defense. 

Once Klein had the video to support the 

facts, he sat about the task of ensuring 

his clients received a copy. Klein indicated 

that the road back took some time but one 

that continues to get better each month. 

The inception of the new Southeast Texas 

Corruption Task Force combined with 

Judge Walker and other county officials 

resigning has added more steam to the 

recovery of Klein’s company. In the end, 

Klein stated, “When you live in a corrupt 

county, you either become part of it or you 

fight to clean it up.” While Klein stated he 

felt Hartman would always be vindicated, 

the ability to utilize covert surveillance 

equipment continues to impact our 

profession and in this case, dramatically 

increased the outcome. ●

Kelly Riddle, a Texas Certified Investigator, 

has more than 35 years of investigative 

experience and earned a Bachelor of 

Science degree in criminal justice from the 

University of North Alabama. He was chosen 

as the “PI of the Year” by the NAIS, and PI 

Magazine named him the “#1 PI in the United 

States.” Riddle is the past president of TALI 

and the recipient of the 2013 Hudgins-

Sallee Award. He has authored 10 books 

and serves on the Board of Directors for the 

Freedom of Information Foundation of Texas.

After the judge entered the courtroom and began 
business for the day, Hartman walked to the banister and 
remained on the public side while motioning for the court bailiff.
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▼
Feature

The Increasing 
Challenge of
DIGITAL FORENSICS
BY PROF. WILLIAM J. BUCHANAN
EDINBURGH NAPIER UNIVERSITY, UK

•	 	Range	and	number	of	devices. 

Investigators are becoming 

overwhelmed with the range and 

number of the devices that they have 

to investigate. A seizer now might 

involve a number of laptops, USB 

sticks, game units, cameras, mobile 

phones, and so on.

•	 	Increasing	move	toward	live	

and	cloud	forensics. There are 

increasing numbers of investigations 

that involve the signs of malware on 

system, and the investigation of these 

things often require that the systems 

are running and for the investigator 

to observe the dynamic nature of 

the system, rather than based on a 

static image of the system at one 

point in time. With malware it is often 

difficult to examine the propagation 

and operation of the malware, without 

actually running it on a live system.

•	 	Encryption-by-default.	There is now 

a move from the major IT companies 

to move toward both storing data with 

an encryption and creating network 

connections that use secure tunnels. 

Again forensics tools and networking 

monitoring/logging often struggle to 

pick any signs of evidence. Networks 

such as Tor will completely anonymize 

any sort of trace either on the host or 

through network logs (such as from 

the ISP).

•	 	Operating	in	the	Cloud. We are 

increasingly running programs and 

storing data within the Cloud, and there 

is an ever-decreasing trace of evidence 

on computer disk system. Many of 

the traditional digital forensics was 

built upon the investigation of dead 

forensics.

•	 	Time	to	archive. As disk drives 

become larger, often over 1TB, it takes 

longer to archive them for scientific 

analysis. A 1TB Hard Disk (HDD) takes 

around 20 hours to take a snapshot 

(while it is around 20 minutes for a 

Solid-State Disk Drive (SSD)).

•	 	Crackers	are	moving	faster	than	the	

tools	and	the	skills	base. Increasingly 

malware and cracking methods are 

moving so fast that it is difficult for 

investigators to keep up-to-date on 

these new methods, which leaves a 

massive skills gap.

•	 	Move	from	Windows…to	Mac	OS,	

Android	and	iOS. Many of the tools 

have been built around Microsoft 

Windows, but more home computers 

and laptops are moving toward Apple 

systems, and to Android and Apple iOS 

operating systems for mobile devices. 

With many of the laws related to mobile 

phone forensics, there are many 

unknowns related to investigations on 

them.

•	 	From	hardware	to	software. 

Computer systems are becoming 

visualized rather than running a single 

operating system on a single machine. 

This includes creating whole networks 

with interconnected systems within a 

software-defined infrastructure.

THE SKILLS GAP AND 
DIGITAL SHADOWS
There is a massive skills gap evolving 

where, at one time, an investigator needed 

to understand the NTFS/FAT file system, 

and associated file format, and that would 

help them to find contraband content. 

With modern systems, investigators 

now need to understand network 

protocols; different operating systems 

(such as iOS, Android, Mac, and so 

on); memory analysis (live forensics); 

cyber-attacks (e.g. DDoS, SQL Injection, 

and so on); penetration testing; malware 

operation; traces of digital artifacts on 

the Internet; and so on. It is thus difficult 

O
ver the past decade or so, we have seen a massive 

increase in the usage of digital devices for evidence 

gathering in law enforcement, and the methods that 

we have used are typically based on “dead” forensics, 

where investigators examined a powered-off computer 

which had an image taken of it. In itself the focus has always been to 

preserve data and comply with the ACPO 3 regulations for the handling 

of the seizure of data. Unfortunately digital forensics is a discipline that 

has many increasing challenges, including:
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Figure 1: ACPO Good Practice Guide 

for investigators to keep up-to-date with 

the complete picture of the increasingly 

complex nature of our digital footprint. A 

key challenge of this is understanding the 

creditability of information and the ethics 

of actually gathering it.

IT’S ALL GOING ELECTRONIC…
In the UK, the standard procedure used 

in digital forensics is defined by ACPO’s 

Good Practice Guide for Computer-based 

Evidence (Figure 1)[3], and defines the key 

stages. The guide, though, is really more 

focused on computer systems rather than 

in investigating modern malware, cloud-

based systems and networked devices.

See chart top right.

TUNNELS AND TOR
One method that has been used in 

investigations has been to examine 

network logs. With the increasing usage 

of tunnels, such as using SSL/TLS, the 

IP address of the remote site can be 

logged, but there will be no logs of the 

actual pages that were visited (as this is 

protected in through the SSL layer). With 

the Tor network, the complete trace of 

the accesses cannot be picked up, as 

the network packets are routed through 

peer devices rather than taking the normal 

routes through the network. Again, a 

secure tunnel is used to route the data, so 

that the contents of the packets cannot 

be viewed. For investigators, especially 

for live investigations, the “wire taps” 

thus need to happen on the host, and it is 

almost impossible to crack the encryption 

keys used within the tunnels. With current 

cryptography, the current state-of-art 

cracking systems can break 72-bit 

encryption, which is still well short of the 

128-bit or 256-bit keys which are used 

within most tunnels.

PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND 
HYBRID CLOUDS
We are increasingly virtualizing systems 

and building up clustered systems, which 

pool together servers, memory and data 

storage. It is often extremely difficult to 

investigate these types of systems using 

traditional digital forensics methods, as 

data sizes might be measured in many 

hundreds or thousands of TBs. It is also 

difficult to shut these systems down 

and not affect other systems, thus the 

traditional guides around seizure are often 

not valid. So law enforcement has a major 

problem in investigative instances with 

cloud-based systems, especially where 

the cloud spans from a private to a public 

cloud, and also where instances can be 

deleted with a press of a button.

THE INCREASING  
TIMES TO ARCHIVE
With ever-increasing disk sizes, it has 

become difficult to archive the static 

snapshot of a disk system. Figure 2 

outlines some recent tests on the time it 

takes to achieve a range of disk systems. 

A 3TB SATA HDD, for example, takes over 

6 hours to archive, while and 512GB SSD 

takes around 17 minutes. It is becoming 

As we are increasingly more mobile, we are now carrying 
around sensitive data that at one time was protected behind 
physical firewalls, and the risks to our data increases by the day.
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difficult for investigators to archive the 

wide range of devices that are seized from 

a crime scene.

See chart above

ENCRYPTION-BY-DEFAULT
Google’s Lollipop has just been released, 

and security will be at the core of its 

changes. An important element of this 

is in encryption-by-default, where users 

will have to opt-out of encryption of their 

files. Apple, too, has taken the same route 

with iOS 8.

Our file attributes and content types 

have developed with little thought on 

keeping things truly private, and where 

systems are often still viewed as stand-

alone machines. We also created an 

Internet that is full of the same protocols 

we used in the days of text terminals and 

mainframe computers, where users typed 

in commands to access data, and where 

there was little thought about protecting 

the data as it is stored, analyzed and 

transmitted. As we are increasingly more 

mobile, we are now carrying around 

sensitive data that at one time was 

protected behind physical firewalls, and 

the risks to our data increases by the day.

The major tension, though, is between 

law enforcement and the right to privacy. 

The FBI currently see the status quo 

as a way of investigating criminals and 

terrorists but can see this opportunity 

reducing with encryption-by-default, 

such as with the file encryption system 

used in Apple’s iOS 8. With iOS 8 and 

Google Lollipop, there will be no electronic 

methods to access encryption keys from 

existing digital forensics toolkits, and thus 

the encryption method breaches current 

laws, which force users to reveal their 

encryption keys when requested by law 

enforcement investigators. This would 

mean that users may be breaching current 

laws in both the U.S. and the U.K. The 

same battle too exists with Tor, where law 

enforcement members are scared that 

crime can go unnoticed, whereas privacy 

advocates promote the rights of privacy of 

using Tor.

THE FOUNDATIONS ARE CRUMBLING
Imagine if you were an electrical engineer, 

and you woke up one day, and they told 

you that ohms law was no longer relevant. 

Well this is happening with many of the 

protocols used on the Internet, especially 

the ones created over three decades ago.

Some of the original protocols used 

on the Internet, including HTTP, FTP 

and Telnet, are all fading fast for their 

credibility to use in an investigation. Many 

of the core security methods are also 

falling fast, with MD5, a standard method 

for creating a digital fingerprint of data, 

has been shown to create two images 

with the same hash signature. This week, 

though, Mat McHugh [2] showed that he 

could produce the same hash signature 

for different images, using HashClash, 

and for just 65 cents on the Amazon GPU 

Cloud, and took just 10 hours to process.

For 10 hours of computing on the 

Amazon GPU Cloud, Mat created these 

two images which generate the same hash 

signature (Figure 3). If we check the hash 

signatures we get:

C:\openssl>openssl md5 hash01.jpg

MD5(hash01.jpg)= e06723d4961a0a3f9

50e7786f3766338

C:\openssl>openssl md5 hash02.jpg

MD5(hash02.jpg)= e06723d4961a0a3f9

50e7786f3766338

See Figure 3 below

Figure 2: Time to achieve a disk 

Figure 3: 

Two photos with matching MD5 hashes

Continued on page 14
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Feature

The Search for Almaz
Old-fashioned detective work reveals clues that police left unturned
BY KELLY RIDDLE

As in many cases, the media and police 

already had a head start by a couple of 

weeks. Even so, there were some glaring 

avenues left to be explored. According to 

the initial media coverage, on the morning of 

Thursday, Oct. 2, 2014, Almaz Gebremedhin 

left as usual at 5 a.m. but never made it to 

work just three short miles away. The normal 

call to tell her children good morning was 

never made, setting in motion the concern of 

her husband and mother.

One of my initial concerns was the 

possibility of this being a hate crime due to the 

family being from Ethiopia. Through various 

interviews within the Ethiopian community in 

the Wylie, Texas, area, there were no indicators 

that the family had been a known target of 

racism or religious hatred. Like most people, 

the family initially turned to the local police. 

Hampered by a language barrier, her husband 

turned to a family friend who contacted our 

investigation company. On Saturday, Oct. 18, 

Kelmar Global investigator Michael Bradshaw 

met with the family of Almaz. Having retired 

as a sergeant with the Mesquite Police 

T
he media was doing their normal barrage covering 

a lady that had gone missing. Typical interviews 

with the family and police ensued over the coming 

weeks. It wasn’t until I received a call from a friend 

of the family that my focus and interest was drawn to 

the specifics of the case. I could tell that the caller was guarded in 

his initial questioning, which I attributed to his being from Ethiopia. 

The call came in late on a Friday afternoon, and an appointment 

was set for the following day to discuss the case further. It wasn’t 

until much later that I would learn the meeting on Saturday was an 

interview and the family had a handful of other investigators lined 

up to interview that same day. Based on the information provided, 

the family decided that our team of investigators truly believed there 

were stones to overturn that the police and media had not explored. 

I also learned later that the gentleness in which we handled the 

family and the initial compassion expressed during the interview 

would be the deciding factor for the family when selecting Kelmar 

Global to assist in this case.

▼
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With MD5 we use a 128-bit digital 

fingerprint for our data, and a change of one 

bit should change the complete signature. 

The method has been shown that it has 

flaws, where a change in a few of the bits, 

does not change the output. A collision 

occurs when there are two different values 

that produce the same hash signature. In 

the following example we use a hex string to 

define the data element (as the characters 

would be non-printing).

The methods used by crackers are 

moving so fast, that it is almost impossible 

for law enforcement, in general, to keep up 

the methods, and for them to know if the 

methods they are using are credible.

The Cloud is becoming the largest 

(and most inexpensive) super computer 

ever created, and when GPU (Graphical 

Processing Units) are added it becomes 

superfast in cracking ciphers. With this 

we can parallelized the processing for 

the cracking so that a range of hash 

values can be allocated to processing 

elements running in parallel, so that a 

1,000 processing element array will take 

approximately 1/1,000th of the time.

In terms of someone standing up in 

court now and being asked: “Could these 

two images produced the same hash 

signature?”…the answer is “Yes!” With 

hashed values for passwords, the only 

way forward for them is to a salt to their 

generation, which at least scrambles 

them a bit, where the same word will 

produce different hashed values each time 

they are run.

CONCLUSION
Digital forensics has lived a charmed life, 

especially when compared with traditional 

forensics, which require high levels of 

confident to prove evidence. For digital 

evidence, we have an artifact which is 

fragile and can be transient. The methods 

employed in investigations need to be 

refined almost on a daily basis, as new 

ways are found to compromise system, 

especially in the ways that computer 

owners can have their computers affected 

by remote agents.

The term “digital forensics” is now 

starting to show its age, and we need to 

understand the whole of the eco-system 

in which digital data is created, processed 

and stored, and that increasingly involves 

the movement of data across the Internet. 

Thus the understanding of TCP and IP 

are just as important these days as the 

understanding of the NTFS file system. ●

REFERENCES 
[1]  http://www.acpo.police.uk/documents/

crime/2011/201110-cba-digital-evidence-v5.pdf

[2]  Roussev, V., Qates, C., Martell, R.,”Real-time 

Digital Forensics and Triage”, Journal of Digital 

Investigation, Sep 2013, Vol. 10(2), pp. 158-167.

[3]  http://natmchugh.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/how-i-

created-two-images-with-same-md5.html

Department in Texas, Bradshaw had seen 

his share of missing persons and homicide 

cases. Even so, this case struck a chord with 

Bradshaw that created a desire to help the 

mother of two return home.

Bradshaw quickly learned of a video 

that a neighbor had documenting Almaz 

leaving for work with a second vehicle 

leaving at the same time. In typical fashion, 

Bradshaw met with officers from the 

Wylie Police Department in an attempt to 

develop a mutually beneficial operations 

plan. The police department had already 

obtained a copy of the video and had a 

16-day head start on the investigation.

During the initial stages of the 

investigation, Bradshaw drove the route 

to and from the skilled care center where 

Almaz worked. He found the roadway 

to be a narrow two-lane blacktop that 

was uneven with no shoulders and two 

sharp turns. The concrete and metal 

guardrails had seen their share of vehicle 

damage, which stuck out in Bradshaw’s 

mind. Bradshaw conducted a search of 

the area on foot through heavy brush 

and trees overhanging a creek channel 

approximately 20 feet in width. The creek 

channel was searched between the two 

sharp turns with no visible evidence of a 

vehicle. Portions of the channel appeared 

to be dark and possibly very deep.

In the days ahead, Bradshaw and his 

wife would attend church services held 

for Almaz and her family and were quickly 

accepted by the Ethiopian community. As 

president of Kelmar Global, I knew that 

Bradshaw was the perfect investigator 

for this assignment because he has 

the demeanor and voice control that 

immediately puts you at ease and makes 

you feel like you have known him for years.

Bradshaw continued his investigation, 

checking historical data to confirm that a 

heavy thunderstorm had moved through 

the area on the morning that Almaz 

disappeared. Interviews confirmed that 

the tires on the missing mini-van were not 

in the best of condition, further stirring his 

concerns. The stretch of road in question 

had six ponds that had seen an increase in 

water level due to the recent rains.

Reaching a stage with few tangible 

investigative leads, Bradshaw called upon 

Team Watters Sonar Search & Recovery, 

Inc., which was founded by the husband and 

wife team of Dennis and Tammy Watters of 

Moro, Illinois. With experience with his local 

volunteer emergency response team, the 

company quickly responded when the call 

for help went out. Bradshaw identified an 

area he believed was likely for a car to lose 

control and plunge into one of six ponds. In 

less than a half hour, a large item that held 

the characteristics of a submerged van was 

located. Summoning search and rescue, the 

van belonging to Almaz was located with her 

lone body still in the back of the van.

This is never the ending that anyone 

wants to see at the conclusion of a 

missing person case. However, in this 

day of cyber and Internet investigations, 

there are still times when some good old-

fashioned detective work is called for. ●

Kelly Riddle, a Texas Certified Investigator, 

has more than 35 years of investigative 

experience and earned a Bachelor of 

Science degree in criminal justice from the 

University of North Alabama. He was chosen 

as the “PI of the Year” by the NAIS, and PI 

Magazine named him the “#1 PI in the United 

States.” Riddle is the past president of TALI 

and the recipient of the 2013 Hudgins-

Sallee Award. He has authored 10 books 

and serves on the Board of Directors for the 

Freedom of Information Foundation of Texas.

The Increasing Challenge of DIGITAL FORENSICS Continued from page 12.
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Feature

in Criminal and Civil 
Investigations
Determining the Child’s Ability to tell the “Truth” – Part 3 of 3
BY CATHERINE SMIT-TORREZ, TCI

INTERVIEWING 
CHILDREN 

T
his article is part 

three in a three-

part series about 

the complications 

of interviewing 

children in criminal and civil 

investigations. Part two was 

published in the Fall 2014 issue of 

The Texas Investigator.

▼
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At the onset of interview, the 

investigator should determine the child’s 

ability to know the difference between 

the truth and a lie. Next, the investigator 

should ask the child if they would agree 

to only tell the truth during the interview. 

For example, this agreement can easily 

be accomplished by asking the child if it 

would be true to say that they are wearing 

shoes. If the child is wearing shoes, they 

will say that this is the truth. If they are 

not wearing shoes, then the statement 

will be a lie. The investigator could ask if 

they are wearing a hat, gloves, a certain 

color shirt or ask questions about the 

room where they are located. After the 

child demonstrates their ability to know 

the difference between the truth and a lie, 

then ask the child if they will promise to 

tell only the truth because the investigator 

is trying to help them. The investigator 

should document the questions asked and 

the child’s response for record.

CHILD’S RELUCTANCE TO TALK
If the child is reluctant to talk or answer 

any questions, the investigator may need 

a longer period of introductory discussion. 

Ask the child questions about their 

family that do not pertain to the case. 

For example, you could ask them how 

many brothers/sisters they have, how old 

they are, if they go to school/playschool/

babysitter, if they like ice cream, if they 

know how to sing “Twinkle, Twinkle, 

Little Star,” if they know a character on 

Sesame Street and which is their favorite. 

If the child is school age, one could ask 

the child what their favorite subject is 

and if they like the lunches at school. 

Some children need to be eased into the 

open-ended questions about the subject 

they are about to discuss. This tactic 

lends itself to a smooth transition to the 

substantive questions.

DETERMINING THE CHILD’S 
DEVELOPMENTAL ABILITIES
The investigator can ask the child to count 

to 10, say their ABCs and some simple 

math or memory questions to determine 

their developmental capabilities. The 

investigator could even get the child to 

write their ABCs or numbers as a segue 

to having them draw or express in writing 

about the incident that you are there 

to discuss. A shortcut may be for the 

investigator to ask the child what their 

favorite subject is in school and then ask 

about the grades on their report card. Be 

prepared for discussions about all sorts 

of other things that the child wants to tell 

that have nothing to do with the topic. The 

investigator will have to gently lead them 

back each time to the topic.

CHILD’S FEAR FOR SAFETY
One consideration that the investigator 

has to make if the child is not being 

cooperative or willing to tell them about 

the incident is whether the child is afraid 

to talk about the experience. Some 

children have been threatened with harm 

or that their family would be hurt. The 

child also needs to understand that the 

defendant may have done something 

wrong but that doesn’t mean that the 

defendant doesn’t care about them and 

that they are not going to be the one 

to blame for what happens to the 

defendant if they are telling the truth. 

This tactic is acceptable if they still 

love the defendant or if they hate what 

the defendant did to them, their family 

or their friends.

The little girl who watched her mother, 

threatened at gunpoint, was certainly in 

fear of her safety and her mother’s safety. 

She had to be assured that the man was 

in jail at that moment and that he would 

not hear what she had said during the 

interview. What she was not told was that 

her testimony could be required in court 

and that the defendant would be there. 

The investigator felt that it was important 

to only give her the information that she 

needed for that moment and cross the 

other bridge later if necessary. As a result 

of this interview, the defense attorney 

persuaded the defendant to accept a plea 

bargain as it was in his best interest under 

the circumstances.

INVESTIGATOR’S 
PERSONAL BARRIERS
If an investigator chooses to accept a 

case regarding crimes against children, 

family crimes or crimes against women, 

they need to evaluate their personal 

feelings and emotions regarding these 

cases and ask themselves if they are 

able to maintain objectivity during these 

types of investigations. Do they have the 

stomach to hear the sorted details as a 

child tells them the perverted actions that 

the person did to them, such as how he 

fingered, licked or penetrated the child 

and/or had the child perform certain 

acts on them? Are they able to listen to 

physical or psychological torment that the 

victim has endured? Sometimes the child 

discusses certain foreign objects that are 

used during the assault. Can they stomach 

hearing the details and keep a straight 

face and clear frame of mind to be able 

to ask for specific details pertaining to 

these acts? The thought of the crime is too 

painful for many investigators as so many 

of them have children of their own and 

instantly view the victim as their own child. 

This consideration is very important.

ACHIEVING INVESTIGATIVE 
RAPPORT WHILE PORTRAYING 
A MODEL OF A GENUINELY 
CONCERNED, TRUSTING 
AND CARING ADULT
With all the aforementioned material, one 

may wonder just how does the investigator 

or any lay person placed in the position 

of interviewing children maintain the 

professional bearing and rapport with 

the child. It certainly is a balancing act 

for anyone. There are times that this 

investigator has shed tears while listening 

to a child recount their horrors, but she 

has learned to quickly detach herself 

emotionally. It is important to remember 

that the child needs to see strength so 

The investigator could even get the child to write their ABCs or 
numbers as a segue to having them draw or express in 
writing about the incident that you are there to discuss.

Continued on page 21
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▼
Conference Schedule

TALI 2015  
Mid-Winter  
Conference

UPCOMING CONFERENCE
The Texas Association of Licensed Investigators invites you to join us at our 2015 Midwinter Conference, 

which will be held at the Sheraton Arlington Hotel, 1500 Convention Center Blvd., Arlington, Texas 76011.

•	 	Free	Pre-Conference	Session	from	6	p.m.	–	9	p.m.	on	Tuesday,	Feb.	10.

•	 	General	Session	and	Dinner	on	Wednesday,	Feb.	11.

•	 	General	Session	on	Thursday,	Feb.	12.

•	 	Further	questions;	email	Carla	Hunt,	Executive	Director,	at	admin@tali.org.

SPEAKER SCHEDULE
•	 2/10		 6:00	–	9:00	p.m.		 Gold	Sponsor	 Vendor	Training

•	 2/11	 8:10	–	10:00	a.m.	 Mike	Coffey	 Pre-Employment	Background	Investigations

•	 2/11	 10:10	a.m.	–	12:00	p.m.	 Mike	Coffey	 Civil,	Criminal	Background	Investigations

•	 2/11	 1:00	–	1:50	p.m.	 Brian	Ingram	 Electronic	Investigations

•	 2/11	 2:05	–	2:55	p.m.	 Brian	Ingram	 Spoliation	of	Evidence

•	 2/11	 3:10	–	4:00	p.m.		 Paul	Wolfson	 Social	Media	Intelligence/Investigations

•	 2/11	 4:15	–	5:05	p.m.	 J.	Oleksy,	Graham,	T.	 New	Camera	Technology

•	 2/12	 8:15	–	9:05	a.m.	 John	Chism	 Board	Rules

•	 2/12	 9:20	–	10:10	a.m.	 Ivan	Viken	 Ethics

•	 2/12	 10:45	–	11:35	a.m.	 Ivan	Viken	 Ethics

•	 2/12	 1:00	–	1:50	p.m.	 Hon.	J.	Nevarez	 The	Role	of	Private	Investigator	in	Family	Law	Cases

•	 2/12	 2:05	–	2:55	p.m.	 Wes	Bearden	 Top	10	Evidence	Rules	an	Investigator	Needs	to	Know

•	 2/12	 3:10	–	4:00	p.m.	 Bob	Wall	 Eyewitness/Expert	Testimony

•	 2/12	 4:15	–	5:05	p.m.	 George	Bray	 Investigating	Cases	in	the	Automotive	Industry

FUTURE CONFERENCES
2015	Annual	Conference	will	be	held	August	24	–	27	at	the	Wyndham	San	Antonio	Riverwalk.

2016	Midwinter	Conference will be held February in a location to be announced.

2016	Annual	Conference:	World	Conference	and	TALI’s	45th	Anniversary	will	be	held	August	16	–	19	at	the	La	Torretta	Lake	Resort	

and Conference Center on Lake Conroe.
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▼
Texas Legislature

TALI’s Game Plan:  
Legislative Outreach
BY KEITH OAKLEY
TALI LOBBYIST

TWENTY-NINE NEWLY ELECTED 
LEGISLATORS will take their seats in 

the Texas House and Senate in January. 

Most of them probably know very little 

about the services provided by licensed 

investigators in Texas. The TALI legislative 

team has our work cut out for us. We will 

need the support of each TALI member 

to help us educate the new members 

of the Legislature.

Some of the new legislators are filling 

seats left vacant by representatives and 

senators who pursued statewide offices 

in one of the most open fields Texas has 

seen in years, and others are replacing 

people they challenged in either the 

primaries or the general election.

After 14 years of one governor, 12 years 

each with the same lieutenant governor 

and attorney general and little turnover in 

other elected statewide offices, according 

to the Texas Tribune, “It seems downright 

strange to change officeholders and top 

aides in the state’s biggest agencies.”

Gov. Rick Perry is leaving, and Greg 

Abbott is coming in. Lt. Gov. David 

Dewhurst will soon be handing his keys to 

Dan Patrick, who beat him in a Republican 

primary runoff this year. Abbott’s desk on 

the top floor of the state office building 

from which he ran the attorney general’s 

office now goes to Ken Paxton.

Texas was designed, constitutionally, 

as a weak governor state — a place 

where the executive’s powers were 

diluted by a handful of other elected 

officials within the executive branch, and 

by a Legislature with a strong hold on the 

state’s budget.

A governor has moments of real power: 

Without a governor pointing to a particular 

issue as an emergency, it cannot be 

considered during the first 60 days of a 

legislative session. A governor has the 

power of veto, which peaks in the waning 

days of a legislative session and the weeks 

thereafter when lawmakers are no longer in 

Austin to override a veto they do not like.

The other big one — a power that Perry 

used to turn Texas into a strong governor 

state, if only for a while — is the ability 

to appoint the commissioners and board 

members who run state agencies that are 

not overseen by other elected officials like 

the attorney general, the comptroller, and 

commissioners of agriculture, railroads 

and the General Land Office.

It takes six years to cycle through all of 

those appointed positions; the terms are 

staggered as a hedge against the shocks 

of instant turnover and to slow the transfer 

of control from one governor to the next.

In 14 years, Perry put his people in 

each of those spots twice and then 

some. It will take Abbott all of his first 

term to replace just two-thirds of Perry’s 

appointees. But that is not all: Many of the 

top officials in the agencies run by those 

appointees — the executive directors 

and general counsels and chiefs of staff 

and spokespeople — owe their starts to 

Perry. His influence is marbled throughout 

the state’s executive branch and — 

through his appointments to open jobs 

on the bench — throughout the state’s 

judicial branch.

He has done from the governor’s 

office what the late Bob Bullock did over 

his 16 years as comptroller and eight 

as lieutenant governor: Wherever you 

turn in Texas government, you will find 

Perry’s fingerprints.

Now that a new crew is moving in, the 

balance of power could revert. While 

Abbott slowly works his way through 

that list of appointments and tries to 

tame an executive branch assembled 

by someone else, Patrick and Speaker 

Joe Straus, who is seeking a fourth term, 

could take back the power that Perry 

gradually accumulated.

Again we are asking each TALI 

member to reach out to their legislator 

to let them know that they have a 

supporter back home in the district that is 

a licensed investigator. ●

Keith Oakley is an Austin-based lobbyist and 

president of Congress Avenue Consulting. 

He previously served in the Texas House of 

Representatives and is a former chairman of 

the House Public Safety Committee.

Wherever you turn in Texas government, 
you will find Perry’s fingerprints.
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▼
NCISS

Legislative Committee Activities  
for Investigations & Security  
from Lobbyit
BY JAMES E. HUCKABEE 
 NCISS PRESIDENT

THE FOLLOWING IS A SYNOPSIS of 

Lobbyit activities on behalf of NCISS and 

our members. Please check the NCISS 

Alert Archives at http://conta.cc/ZoQsTl 

and select the appropriate newsletter for 

complete details.

STATE LEGISLATIVE TRACKING
Lobbyit has set up NCISS’s “state-level” 

tracking, identifying over 150 bills in 35 

states. To view bills impacting private 

investigators, private patrol operators, 

or security guards bills in your state, go 

to www.NCISS.org to the Advocacy Hub 

(direct link - http://goo.gl/QSCcgc). You 

can search alphabetically by state or click 

on your state on the United States map 

provided at the top of the page. If your 

state is not listed, it means that either 

your state was either not in session or 

there were no bills introduced that met our 

search parameters. If you know of a bill in 

your state that we need to become aware, 

please contact your regional director.

To be both effective and current, 

NCISS and Lobbyit need suggestions 

for legislative and regulatory keywords 

to track activities at the state and federal 

levels. Please contact your regional 

director to provide these keywords.

HIT THE HILL 2013
One of the highlights of Hit the Hill was 

when NCISS members enjoyed a lovely 

luncheon in 2203 Rayburn, the House 

Committee on Oversight and Government 

Reform’s hearing room. During the 

luncheon, we had the pleasure of hearing 

remarks by the chair of the Congressional 

Victim’s Rights Caucus, Congressman 

Ted Poe (R-Tx02), who spoke eloquently 

regarding his leadership in combating 

human trafficking in America. 

Congressman Poe then engaged in a lively 

question-and-answer session with NCISS 

members. A similar experience is in the 

works for Hit the Hill in April 2015.

OCTOBER 2014
Congress practically fled the Capitol in 

September, recessing for the midterm 

elections weeks before expected. Lobbyit 

continued to work issued of importance 

to NCISS; however, meeting with House 

and Senate offices to discuss legislation, 

tracking regulatory and legislative 

activity, and sending out several NCISS 

member alerts.

NOVEMBER 2014
In the month of October, Lobbyit met with 

the Senate Commerce Committee to stay 

abreast of issues which may arise during 

the “lame duck” session of Congress, 

and composed a summary of Supreme 

Court oral arguments on FTC regulation 
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of state licensing bodies, and a reminder 

to NCISS members to get engaged on 

the Advocacy Hub.

LEGISLATION
S. 2025 “The Data Broker Accountability 

and Transparency Act,” by Sen. Rockefeller 

(D-WV). This contains a prohibition of 

“pretexting” by data brokers, prohibiting 

“obtaining or solicitation to obtain personal 

information by false pretenses.” Congress 

must insure that private investigators 

are not swept into the definition of data 

brokers, and should include a specific 

statutory exemption.

HR 1312/S 639 “The Geological Privacy 

and Surveillance Act,” by Representative 

Jason Chaffetz (R-UT) and Senator Ron 

Wyden (D-OR). The legislation would 

require consent of the subject when 

using of GPS technology for tracking 

individuals. NCISS opposes the legislation. 

The use of the devices for surveillance 

significantly reduces accident risk 

during lawful surveillance.

HR 645 “Equal Employment for All Act,” 

by Rep. Steve Cohen (D-TN). This would 

prohibit current or prospective employers 

from using a consumer credit report for 

either employment purposes or for taking 

adverse employment actions.

H.R.5091 Drone Reform Act (Yoho, R-Fl) 

Drone Reform Act. This prohibits operations 

involving the use of an armed unmanned 

aerial vehicle from being carried out under 

the authority of federal agency other than 

the Department of Defense (DOD).

S.1639 Drone Aircraft Privacy and 

Transparency Act of 2013 (Markey, D-Ma) 

Drone Aircraft Privacy and Transparency 

Act of 2013. This amends the FAA 

Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 to 

direct the Secretary of Transportation (DOT) 

to study and identify any potential threats to 

privacy protections posed by the integration 

of unmanned aircraft (drone) systems into 

the national airspace system, including any 

potential violations of privacy principles.

H.R.2868 Drone Aircraft Privacy and 

Transparency Act of 2014. Drone Aircraft 

Privacy and Transparency Act of 2013. 

This amends the FAA Modernization and 

Reform Act of 2012 to direct the Secretary 

of Transportation (DOT) to study and 

identify any potential threats to privacy 

protections posed by the integration of 

unmanned aircraft (drone) systems into the 

national airspace system, including any 

potential violations of privacy principles.

STAKEHOLDER ACTIVITY 
NET NEUTRALITY
In response to a proposed rule by the 

Federal Communications Commission, 

Lobbyit worked with NCISS to draft and 

submit a formal comment, opposing the 

proposed rule.

FTC DATA BROKERS REPORT
On May 27, the FTC released its long-

awaited report on the data broker industry. 

As most stakeholders predicted, the 

report called on Congress to enact the 

report’s recommendations. The report, 

“Data Brokers: A Call for Transparency 

and Accountability,” made legislative 

recommendations based on the three 

general types of data broker products.

HOUSE SMALL BUSINESS 
COMMITTEE AND FEDERAL TRADE 
COMMISSION – CHALLENGING 
OF STATE LICENSING BOARDS
In July, the House Small Business 

Committee (HSBC) held a second 

hearing on efforts by the Federal 

Trade Commission (FTC) challenging 

state licensing board requirements it 

considers to be anti-competitive. Lobbyit 

communicated with Director Gavil, who is 

interested in hearing from NCISS members 

about state licensing requirements which 

fit this bill. Lobbyit composed a Regulatory 

Alert for NCISS membership and populated 

the Advocacy Hub with the materials 

necessary for NCISS members to contact 

the FTC directly with such examples. 

Lobbyit has been positioning NCISS as 

a resource in HSBC’s investigation, with 

the potential to appear as a witness when 

the hearing takes place. HSBC is open to 

the idea of NCISS participation and has 

asked for specific examples of how the 

cumulative impact of various regulations 

have damaged NCISS members or limited 

their ability to grow. As the fall hearing 

schedule takes greater shape, Lobbyit will 

send out a notification of the hearing and a 

request for salient examples.

Along these same lines, Lobbyit also 

composed and distributed a legal notice to 

NCISS members, detailing a U.S. Supreme 

Court case challenging the very kind of 

state licensing requirements discussed in 
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they can trust the investigator in the case. 

There are times when the investigator 

may get agitated with the child at their 

lack of attention, inability to stay on task 

while interviewing, or their inability to 

tell the truth, such as in the case of a 

child with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 

Disorder (ADHD) or Attention Deficit 

Disorder (ADD).

The author suggests that prior to 

going into the interview, the investigator 

takes a moment to observe the child’s 

behavior to determine what approach 

should be taken with that particular 

child. As an investigator, one needs to 

remember that they themselves are still 

human and that this type of case is not 

easy for anyone. There is nothing wrong 

with stepping out of the room for just a 

moment once one has gained control 

of their emotions. If the investigator 

needs to transition to talking about a 

happier subject for a few minutes, then 

that pause is appropriate, as long as 

they can transition back to the subject. 

It is also important for the child to build 

a rapport with the investigator in order 

to achieve an open and honest dialogue 

with the child.

An investigator needs to understand 

that they are not any less of an 

investigator if they need to turn down a 

particular case interview. Just because 

one has experience in this field does 

not mean that they are suited to every 

case. The writer implores investigators 

to speak up if they feel that they are not 

a good fit for a particular case or role. 

Getting the information to ensure that 

every case is treated with diligence, 

professionalism and care to maintain 

integrity of the investigation should be 

the focus. Investigators must follow state 

laws pertaining to recording a child for 

interview and must get direction from the 

attorney representing the client. ●
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Catherine Smit-Torrez, TCI is owner/

manager, Stiletto Spy & Company 

Investigations, in Ft. Worth, Texas, and 

serves on TALI’s Board of Directors. She 

is a former police chief and has served in 

law enforcement for over 20 years. As a PI 

since 2008, Smit-Torrez specializes in crimes 

against women and children. She is also an 

accomplished speaker and author.

the previous alert. In the 2014 fall terms, the 

US Supreme Court will hear North Carolina 

Board of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade 

Commission 717 F.3d 359 (4th Cir. 2013), 

a decision from the 4th Circuit finding 

that the North Carolina Board of Dental 

Examiners (the Board) engaged in an unfair 

restraint of trade by attempting to restrict 

the practice of teeth whitening to only 

licensed dentists.

LOOKING TO 2015
NCISS had a productive annual meeting 

in September in Las Vegas, and we 

welcome the enthusiasm of our new 

president, James Huckabee, who 

understands the legislative concerns of 

security members. Huckabee shared: 

“The timing of this publication is perfect 

as it precedes TALI’s annual conference 

in February 2015. I will be attending this 

very important conference and am looking 

forward to speaking and meeting with all 

the TALI members. NCISS truly values its 

relationship with TALI. There are numerous 

initiatives that NCISS has developed and 

I am excited that I can spend a few days 

with the TALI leadership and members 

getting to know them.”

We certainly miss Larry Sabbath and 

thank him for his dedication to NCISS 

over the years, but our new lobbying 

firm, Lobbyit, has picked up right where 

he left off. They have a strong influence 

in Washington and have been excellent 

partners to NCISS thus far. At the April Hit 

the Hill meeting, they helped us secure a 

luncheon with Texas Congressman Ted 

Poe, which was very enlightening and a 

great experience for those who attended.

Lobbyit also set up NCISS’s “state-

level” tracking, identifying over 150 bills in 

35 states. To view bills impacting private 

investigators, private patrol operators or 

security guards bills in your state, go to 

www.NCISS.org to the Advocacy Hub 

(direct link - http://goo.gl/QSCcgc). You 

can search alphabetically by state or click 

on your state on the United States map 

provided at the top of the page. If your 

state is not listed, it means that either 

your state was either not in session or 

there were no bills introduced that met our 

search parameters. If you know of a bill in 

your state that we need to become aware, 

please contact your regional director.

There are many pressing issues 

affecting the security industry that are 

actively being discussed in Congress. 

Many states passed minimum wage 

increase referendums, though it remains 

to be seen how enforceable these 

referendums will be. Another issue of 

concern is the shortening of union election 

timeframes, otherwise known as the 

“Ambush” rule. This would limit employee 

free speech rights and make it more 

difficult for employees and employers 

to communicate about the impact of 

unionization.

Hit the Hill is scheduled in Washington, 

D.C., for April 12-14, 2015, at Hotel 

Monaco in beautiful Alexandria, Virginia. 

For those who haven’t attended, please 

take the plunge and have an experience 

you will never forget. There is no place but 

Washington, D.C., to truly appreciate the 

way laws are made and to have your voice 

heard. Please join us in April. ●

Provided for NCISS by Lobbyit.com.

Please contact your NCISS Legislative 

Committee Chairs: Francie Koehler for 

investigations and Brad Duffy for security 

professionals. Francie Koehler at  

francie@nciss.org. Brad Duffy at  

Brad.Duffy@permarsecurity.com.

INTERVIEWING CHILDREN Continued from page 16
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▼

ISPLA

Look Out for 
Impending Drone 
Battles
BY BRUCE HULME  
ISPLA DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS AND ISPLA-PAC TREASURER

IN OUR LAST REPORT TO TALI, we 

commented on the need for our profession 

gaining a “Spear Carrier” elected to 

the 114th Congress and that we were 

approaching crunch-time to accomplish 

that goal. This is our post-election 

report regarding ISPLA’s PAC activity 

relating to our support of a new 

member of Congress. We congratulate 

Congressman-elect Lee Zeldin (R-1-NY) 

who was supported by ISPLA and 

ISPLA-PAC. We donated all of our PAC 

funds towards the election of Lee Zeldin, 

the only national association representing 

our profession to support him. Our 

thanks to our investigative colleagues 

who financially supported ISPLA-PAC 

in the November election. Presently a 

New York state senator, Zeldin’s future 

service as a member of Congress should 

serve our profession well. We have 

worked closely with him on issues in 

New York. He knows the problems that 

confront the professional investigator, 

and his father David is a state-licensed 

private investigator.

Speaking of elections, in November I 

attended the annual conference of the 

International Association of Security 

and Investigative Regulators (IASIR) 

held in Louisville, Kentucky, as the 

elected board member representing the 

private investigative sector. A “stealth” 

campaign, not revealed in advance, 

against my reelection to the IASIR board 

was launched by the leadership in 

another national association comprised 

of investigative and security members. At 

the eleventh hour, they sent a delegation 

of four comprised of their former board 

chairman, current president, third vice 

president and legislative chairwoman (a 

former president who they nominated to 

replace me). Her campaign was “time for 

a change.” I ran on my record. After a vote 

by the caucus representing our industry, I 

was again reelected to a two-year term on 

the IASIR board.
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At the IASIR conference, Mario Mairena, senior government 

relations manager for the Association for Unmanned Vehicle 

Systems International, and Rita Siemon, policy counsel for The 

Constitution Project, presented on the “Use of Drones in the 

Private Sector” and “Unmanned Aircraft Systems: Guidelines 

for Preserving Privacy and Civil Liberties.” An emerging issue 

recently covered in the media is the increasing use of drones in 

close proximity to airports. Unmanned aircraft use falls under the 

jurisdiction of the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA).

Presently it is illegal to operate drones for commercial 

purposes unless granted a rule exception by the FAA. Such an 

exception was recently granted to the motion picture industry 

as long as the drone operator holds a valid pilot’s license. 

Drone use mandates the operator have a continual view of the 

unmanned aircraft, that it be operated in daylight no higher than 

400 feet, and weigh no more than 55 pounds. Presently, law 

enforcement and emergency rescue units are seeking exceptions. 

Other industries to seek exceptions will most likely include 

aerial photography, agriculture, and pipeline and power line 

inspection companies for use of UAVs. This is potentially a multi-

billion dollar industry with the FAA seeking to enforce $10,000 

fines for violations of the FAA ban on using model aircraft for 

commercial purposes.

Expect increased federal and state legislation, and regulatory 

battles between the FAA and National Transportation Safety 

Board (NTSB). The same holds true for increased litigation. Sen. 

Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) recently announced that she will offer 

legislation limiting the use of drones. Drones have not only been 

observed to be posing a hazard near airports, one El Mahdi 

Semlali, a Moroccan national living in Bridgeport, Connecticut, 

was recorded discussing plans for a drone attack with explosives 

targeting a federal building and Harvard University. Thus far 20 

states have passed legislation regulating drone use and seven 

states have made some drone surveillance use a crime.

The first FAA case of significance was the “Administrator’s 

Order of Assessment” in Administrator v. Raphael Pirker on July 

18, 2013, regarding a violation on the FAA ban on using model 

aircraft for commercial purposes. Pirker was the operator of a 

4.5-pound Ritewing Zephyr powered glider being used to take 

paid photos of a college campus. The FAA contended Pirker 

operated the drone in a careless and reckless manner so as 

to endanger the life or property of another. An NTSB judge 

ruled that the glider was not an “aircraft.” The FAA appealed. In 

April 2014, EquuSearch, a Texas volunteer search and rescue 

organization that has been successful in utilizing drones in its 

searches asked the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit to 

set aside the FAA’s order to halt their use of camera equipped 

model aircraft. As the drone issue continues there will be 

emerging privacy issues. There will also be arguments for and 

against the investigative profession being granted an exception 

for drone video surveillance. ISPLA will continue to closely 

monitor legislative and regulatory issues to emerge from this new 

technology and assess the potential unintended consequences 

that may evolve. ●

Bruce H. Hulme, CFE, government affairs director of ISPLA and 

treasurer of ISPLA-PAC, also serves as legislative liaison and 

member of the boards of INTELLENET, the NY Chapter of the ACFE, 

ALDONYS and SPI. He is also on an advisory board of John Jay 

College of Criminal Justice, a gubernatorial appointee to the New 

York State Security Guard Advisory Council, and is the PI profession 

representative board member of IASIR. www.ISPLA.org

Thus far 20 states have passed legislation  
regulating drone use and seven states have made some 
drone surveillance use a crime.
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